Chapter 2
Model-Based Design and Automated Validation of ARINC653 Architectures Using the AADL
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Abstract  Safety-Critical Systems as used in avionics systems are now extremely software-reliant. As these systems are life- or mission-critical, software must be carefully designed and certified according to stringent standards. One typical pitfall of corresponding development project is the late detection of safety issues or bugs at integration time that impose to redo development steps. Model-Based Engineering aims at capturing system concerns with specific notations and use models to drive the development process through all its phases—design, validation, implementation and ultimately, certification. Through a single consistent notation, such an approach would avoid undefined assumptions and traditional hurdles due to informal, text-based, specifications. In this chapter, we present recent contributions we pushed forward in the AADL architecture description language for the design and validation of Integrated Modular Avionics systems. First, we review modeling patterns to support abstractions for Integrated Modular Avionics systems. We then introduce capabilities to check all ARINC653 patterns are enforced at model-level. In addition, we review error modeling and safety analysis capabilities towards the production of safety reports conforming to ARP4761 recommendations, along with code generation strategies to map model elements to code. All these contributions are integrated in one uniform modeling process based on the AADL.
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2.1 Introduction

Safety-Critical Systems (as the ones used in avionics, aerospace or automotive domains) are becoming extremely software-reliant. Boeing’s new 787 Dreamliner contains more than 6.5 millions lines of software code [6]. Between 2006 and 2012, the software of the F-35 increased from 6800 K to 24000 KSLOCs [16].

While this trend brings many benefits such as ease of update or upgrade, re-use of software across different product lines; it also introduces new challenges.

As software is being updated and upgraded, it becomes more complex with many collocated functions on several processors that may interact (i.e. bus connections, interference between collocated tasks). In such environment, a single software error might have significant impacts: a report claims that 50% of car warranty costs are now related to electronics and embedded software [6].

In the avionics domain, a software error can have dramatic consequences. Such systems must be carefully engineered according to stringent standards such as DO178C [19], which mandates analysis, testing and certification activities. Unfortunately, ensuring compliance with this standard is labor-intensive and costly. As the development process is mostly manual and paper-driven, many errors are introduced. This adds significant rework efforts, cost and postpones product delivery.

During the last two decades, new standards have been defined to facilitate the development of safety-critical systems. In the avionics community, the ARINC653 standard [1] focuses on isolating software in partitions so that they meet higher safety requirements while reducing the number of CPUs. Such approaches help system designers structuring their architectures; but they still need to validate software isolation and deliver assurance of implementation correctness. As development activities are loosely coupled, many errors are introduced early on and impact other activities.

As a result, efforts made in early development phases, such as requirements and architecture, spread over the development process so that more than 60% of development efforts are focused on implementation and testing [7].

This motivates a Model-Based development approach for avionics software. Models use a formal representation of the system and constitute the core of the development workflow: they are processed across the development process to validate, implement and test the system. In order to implement such a development process, designers need an appropriate language to represent system architecture with their specific characteristics using an appropriate modeling language. Using a formal language reduces errors from textual specifications and undefined assumptions while automating the development process ensures that the system is correctly validated and implemented according to the specifications.

This chapter presents our recent contributions to the Architecture Analysis and Design Language (AADL) [21] for modeling and validating avionics architectures. Through a motivational example, we illustrate how model-based help detecting safety errors early while providing support for assurance cases.
We first illustrate how to represent Integrated Modular Avionics (IMA) architectures using the ARINC653 annex [22] so as to capture specific requirements (such as isolation properties). In addition, we present our validation rules that analyze models and ensure correctness of requirements enforcement. We then focus on safety analysis, and the production of various reports mandated by safety assessment authorities, as well as code generation strategies targeting avionics-grade operating systems.

These combined validations and automated report and code generation facilities are the foundations to validate the architecture and ultimately generate safety reports, paving the path towards system airworthiness at model-level.

### 2.2 Boeing 777 ADIRU Case Study

On 1 August 2005 a serious incident involving Malaysia Airlines Flight 124, occurred when a Boeing 777-2H6ER flying from Perth to Kuala Lumpur also involved an ADIRU fault resulting in uncommanded maneuvers by the aircraft acting on false indications [2]. The ATSB (Australian Safety Authority) found that the main probable cause of this incident was a latent software error that allowed the ADIRU to use data from a failed accelerometer. The ATSB report [18] indicates that a model of Software Health Management (SHM) for the Boeing 777 Air Data Inertial Reference Unit (ADIRU) is involved in the incident; and provides a full explanation of the incident.

The Architecture of the Boeing 777 ADIRU (Fig. 2.1) has multiple levels of redundancy. Two ADIRU units are used, primary and secondary. The primary ADIRU consists of 4 Fault Containment Areas (FCA). Each FCA contains multiple Fault Containment Modules (FCM). The ADIRU system can continue to work without maintenance if only one fault appears in each FCA. The system can still fly with 2 faults, but it needs maintenance before next flight. The Secondary Attitude Air Data Reference Unit (SAARU) also provides inertial data to flight computers. The flight computers use the middle value between the data provided by the ADIRU and SAARU.

In the report, it was revealed that accelerometer number 5 had failed in June 2001 and could still produce high acceleration values or voltages that were erroneous. This failure was identified and accelerometer number 5 was excluded from use in acceleration computation by ADIRU subsequently. On the day of the accident ADIRU went through a power cycle. Afterwards a second accelerometer failed (number 6). This failure was identified and accelerometer number 6 was excluded. But unexpectedly the software allowed the previous failed accelerometer number 5 to be used in acceleration computation, so the high value acceleration data was produced and output to the flight computer. Then the accident occurred. The reason why the failed accelerometer number 5 was reused in acceleration computation is the ADIRU software error in the algorithm that failed to recognize accelerometer number 5 as unserviceable after a power cycle.

Such an error results from incomplete system-level engineering that did not foresee such—apparently—basic situation. We claim these can be avoided by using
rigorous, tool-supported engineering process. In the following, we revisit this example, introduce the core AADL language and detail the specific modeling patterns from the ARINC653 annex [22] to represent avionics architectures. We then detail how we use and extend the Resolute [15] language to validate IMA requirements in AADL models and generate assurance case.

2.3 AADL and Patterns for IMA System

In this section, we review the AADL core language and extensions we proposed as part of the SAE AS2-C committee to model avionics systems based on the Integrated Modular Avionics paradigm.

2.3.1 The AADL Core Language

The Architecture Analysis and Design Language (AADL) [21] is a modeling language standardized by SAE International. It defines a notation to model software components, the deployment/configuration on a hardware platform, and its
interaction with a physical system within a single and consistent architecture model. The core language specifies several categories of components with well-defined semantics. For each component, one defines both a component type to represent its external interface; along with one or more component implementations.

For example, the task and communication architecture of the embedded software is modeled with threads and processes that are interconnected with port connections, shared data access and remote service calls.

The hardware platform is modeled as an interconnected set of buses and memory components, with virtual processors representing hierarchical schedulers, and virtual buses representing virtual channels and protocol layers. A device component represents a physical subsystem with both logical and physical interfaces to the embedded software system and its hardware platform.

System components are used to organize the architecture into a multi-hierarchy. Users model the dynamics of the architecture in terms of operational modes and different runtime configurations through the mode concept.

Users can further characterize standardized component properties, e.g., by specifying the period, worst-case execution time for threads. The language is extensible; users may adapt it to their needs using two mechanisms:

1. **User-defined properties** New properties can be defined by users to extend the characteristics of the component. This is a convenient way to add specific parameters in the model (for example, criticality of a subprogram or task)

2. **Annex languages** Specialized languages can be attached to AADL components to augment the component description through additional characteristics or requirements (for example, specifying the component behavior [14] by attaching a state-machine). They are referred to as annex languages, meaning that they are extensions to a component.

Fig. 2.2 ADIRU AADL model example - graphical representation
AADL provides two views to represent models:

1. **The graphical view** outlines components hierarchy and dependencies (bindings, connection, bus access, etc.). While it does not provide all details, this view is useful for communication and documentation purposes.
2. **The textual view** shows the description, with component interfaces, properties and annexes. It is appropriate for users to capture internal details and for tools to process and analyze the system architecture from models.

Figure 2.2 represents a simple AADL model (excerpt from the ADIRU case study) that contains three threads that communicate together. The corresponding textual notation of this model is shown in Listing 2.1.

```
process implementation systemHM_process.impl
subcomponents
  alarmAggregator: thread threads::alarmAggregator.impl;
  diagnosisEngine: thread threads::diagnosisEngine.impl;
  mitigationActor: thread threads::mitigationActor_th.impl;
connections
  C1: port arlarm_acc_in<->alarmAggregator.arlarm_acc_in;
  C2: port arlarm_adirup_in<->alarmAggregator.arlarm_adirup_in;
end systemHM_process.impl;
```

**Listing 2.1** ADIRU AADL example model - textual representation

The AADL model annotated with properties and annex language clauses is the basis for analysis of functional and non-functional properties along multiple dimensions from the same source, and for generating implementations, as shown in Fig. 2.3. We discuss existing analysis tools and methods to analyze and validate AADL models in Sect. 2.4.

**Fig. 2.3** AADL ecosystem
2.3.2 Modeling Integrated Modular Architectures with AADL

The goal of the Integrated Modular Avionics (IMA) concept is to integrate software components in common hardware modules. The IMA approach aims at deploying the same portable software component on different execution hardware and to change their configuration or communication policy without impacting functional aspects (and the associated code). However, such design flexibility requires capability to analyze and verify the architecture to ensure that application requirements (such as deadline, memory or safety) are met. For example, relocating a software component from one processor to another affects the scheduling and latency. Having the ability to capture this change, analyze the architecture and validate these requirements will simplify the design of such architectures.

The AADL language can be leveraged to capture IMA architectures, its software aspects and its configuration and deployment policy. For description of software aspects, AADL provides the following components:

- **data** components represent types used on components interfaces (AADL data and event data port) to communicate values between functions.
- **subprogram** components capture logical software units executed by an ARINC653 process (AADL thread component). Such components can be realized using traditional languages (e.g. Ada or C) or functional models (e.g. Simulink or SCADE).
- **thread** components specify a task executing code (AADL subprogram). This concept is similar to a POSIX thread (also called process by some standard such as ARINC653). Timing requirements of AADL thread components (e.g. period, deadline, execution time) are specified using the core properties.
- **process** components provide a separated memory space hosting several tasks (AADL thread components); UNIX processes.

For configuration and deployment, AADL includes the following components:

- **bus** components represent the physical (e.g. wires) and logical (e.g. protocol) connections (i.e. ethernet bus) that transport data across physical nodes.
- **memory** components capture a physical memory (i.e. RAM) and its logical decomposition (i.e. memory segments).
- **processor** components represent a physical processor as well as the execution runtime (i.e. operating system such as Linux or, in the context of IMA systems, an ARINC653 module).

These components are integrated to capture the software platform and its execution runtime. The deployment policy can be easily modified in the model by changing component associations so that engineers can evaluate pros and cons of different configurations. Ultimately, AADL models are analyzed by tools to evaluate the architecture metrics (e.g. latency [11] or scheduling [8]). Let us note this approach is currently transitioning to the industry [17].
The core AADL language provides an accurate semantics to capture IMA principles (deployment of software components on different execution architectures, components reuse, etc.). However, as such, it does not support the representation of some specific characteristics of IMA architecture, in particular, the Operating System. IMA systems use an ARINC653-compliant Operating System, a time and space partitioning system that separates software into partitions. While AADL provides the capability to represent such Operating System, it still needs to be extended with specific properties and modeling patterns. Next sections introduce the AADL ARINC653 annex, a standardized document that specifies how to capture ARINC653-compliant systems with the AADL.

2.3.3 The AADL ARINC653 Annex

This section introduces the AADL ARINC653 annex [22] that provides the ability to model ARINC653-compliant architectures. Models that are compliant with this annex are conformant with the IMA principles but also specific ARINC653 constraints, such as time or space isolation.

The AADL ARINC653 annex [22] defines modeling patterns and specific properties to represent ARINC653 [1] platform requirements. ARINC653 defines specific concepts (e.g. time and space partitioning) that require additional AADL properties to be captured. Standardizing modeling patterns provides guidance to represent ARINC653 systems so that AADL users and tools use the same modeling patterns, making model analysis portable.

The next paragraphs introduce the modeling patterns and specific properties of the AADL ARINC63 annex and discuss the recent additions made to this standard document, especially regarding the specification of the Health Monitoring policy.

2.3.3.1 ARINC653 Module

An ARINC653 module is captured using a processor component that represents the physical processor and the isolation layer (e.g. the isolation kernel ensuring time and space separation between partitions). This component also contains virtual processor components, each one representing a partition.

The processor defines the time isolation policy of the ARINC653 module: time slots durations and assignments to each partition. This requirement is captured by the ARINC653::Module_Schedule property. Partition should have at least one time slot to be sure it is executed at each module period.
2.3.3.2 ARINC653 Partition

An ARINC653 partition is defined by two main assets:

- **application software** it is associated with the partitions as ARINC653 processes, using AADL thread components. It is important to distinguish the difference between an AADL process component and an ARINC653 process, as the same word are used in both standards with different semantics. The former represents the ARINC653 application software partition while the latter is a task and mapped to an AADL thread component.

- **execution runtime** resources available to execute the application software partition. It is captured using an AADL virtual processor associated with the ARINC653 module (AADL processor).

The application software (AADL process) is associated with an execution runtime using the AADL processor bindings (property Actual_Processor_Binding). It is also associated with a memory segment (i.e. space isolation) using AADL memory association bindings (property Actual_Memory_Binding).

2.3.3.3 Memory Configuration

In an ARINC653 architecture, the main memory is separated in several disjoint segments. Each segment is associated with one partition, ensuring space isolation between collocated partitions.

The main memory component (e.g. RAM) is captured using a memory component. The policy is specified decomposing this AADL component using memory sub-components, each one representing one segment. Memory segment characteristics (e.g. segment size, base address) are specified by attaching AADL properties to the corresponding AADL memory components.

Then, each segment is allocated to one partition using the AADL memory binding mechanism (property Actual_Memory_Binding). This is specified by associating the partition application software (e.g. AADL process component) to the memory segment (e.g. AADL memory component).

2.3.3.4 Scheduling Parameters

ARINC653 mandates a hierarchical scheduling approach with two levels:

1. The **module level** schedules partitions using a fixed, predictive time-line algorithm repeated at a given rate (called the Major Frame).
2. The **partition level** schedules ARINC653 processes (AADL thread) within partitions. This is policy is partition-dependent and relies on the mechanisms supported by the underlying partition execution runtime.
The scheduling policy at the *module level* is specified in AADL processor components, which represent ARINC653 modules. The `ARINC653::Module_Schedule` property defines a list of time slots for each partition, while the partitions’ scheduling rates are defined by the `ARINC653::Module_Major_Frame` property.

The scheduling policy at the *partition level* is defined in AADL virtual processor components which represent the partition execution runtime. The scheduling policy is captured with the AADL `Scheduling_Protocol` property.

### 2.3.3.5 Intra-partition Communications

ARINC653 Intra-Partition communication are channels between ARINC653 processes (or AADL thread components) located within the partition. Such channels are confined within the partitions and do not require any specific capability from ARINC653 module. The standard distinguishes several intra-partition mechanisms: buffers, blackboards, events and semaphores which are translated in AADL using (respectively) event data ports, data ports, event ports and shared data components.

The associated AADL data classifier associated to a port represents the type of data used by the communication channels (ARINC653 buffers and blackboards). In addition, AADL properties (e.g. `Queue_Size`) are attached to AADL interfaces to represent specific requirements (e.g. number of data instances within a buffer, management of history, etc.).

### 2.3.3.6 Inter-partitions Communications

ARINC653 inter-partitions communications specify communication channels between partitions. This type of communication must be explicitly configured by the ARINC653 operating system. Only declared channels can be created and used at runtime. Correct configuration and implementation of this mechanism ensure space isolation across partitions by avoiding data leakage between partitions classified at different assurance level.

The ARINC653 standard distinguishes two types of inter-partitions communications: queuing and sampling ports, which are mapped in AADL using (respectively) event data ports and data ports. Ultimately, partitions ports are connected to tasks in order to represent data usage and explicitly capture what software component (thread or subprogram) processes and uses it.

### 2.3.3.7 Health-Monitoring Policies

ARINC653 health-monitoring policy configures error detection mechanisms and associated mitigation and recovery strategy to keep the system in a safe state.
Table 2.1  Mapping rules between ARINC653 and AADL concepts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ARINC653 concept</th>
<th>AADL concept</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Module</td>
<td>Processor component</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partition</td>
<td>Process component bound to a virtual processor component and a memory component</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space isolation</td>
<td>Decomposition of physical memory components into logical memory components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time isolation</td>
<td>Each partition (process component) is bound to a virtual processor component that is itself bound to a processor component (representing the module)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process</td>
<td>Thread component</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queuing ports</td>
<td>Event data ports across process components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampling port</td>
<td>Data ports across process components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffer</td>
<td>Event data port across thread components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blackboard</td>
<td>Data port across thread components</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The general concept is that each potential error (e.g. a divide by zero exception, inconsistent memory access, etc.) is associated with a recovery action such as restarting the partition where the fault originated. The ARINC653 standard distinguishes three levels of health monitoring: module, partition and process.

The ARINC653 AADL annex defines a simple approach to map Health Monitoring policies with two properties:

- **ARINC653::HM_Error_ID_Levels** defines the level for each system error and at which level it is detected and eventually recovered;
- **ARINC653::HM_Error_ID_Actions** defines the set of recovery actions for each error that can be detected by the ARINC653 executive.

These properties replace the approach from previous versions of the ARINC653 AADL annex which used properties at each health monitoring level. Because the health monitoring policy was spread over the component hierarchy, this former method was confusing as it might introduce non-deterministic specifications (for example, having the same error handled at several levels which is not a legal ARINC653 specification).

2.3.3.8  Mapping Rules

Between AADLv2 and ARINC653 concepts are summarized in Table 2.1.
2.3.4 ADIRU Full Model

We captured in a set of AADL packages the full model. It represents 1.5 KSLOCs of models and capture all facets of the functional architecture of the ADIRU, along with its scheduling and memory configuration parameters. A graphical representation is shown in Fig. 2.4.

Let us note this model has a high level of complexity, and captures all facets of the initial case study. Yet, it remains of tractable size thanks to the compact textual representation. From this model, several analyses can be performed. In the following, we focus on three of them: model-based assurance, safety analysis and code generation. For each, we explain how the model has been extended to address a particular concern.

2.4 Model-Based Assurance with AADL

The system architecture captured in AADL can be processed and validated against system requirements. Such analysis can be processed by specific tools that browse models components, extract properties and evaluate their correctness against the requirements.

---

1. The model is available as part of the AADLib library of models: [http://www.openaadl.org/aadlib.html](http://www.openaadl.org/aadlib.html).
This validation process is useful but is difficult to analyze, especially when there are a lot of inter-dependent results. Investigating analysis results and finding potential issues can be challenging, especially when architectures have inter-dependent requirements. In order to make the analysis review easier, we extend our analysis tool and auto-generate an assurance case from the validation results. This shows the interdependencies of each requirements using a hierarchical notation and details which ones are not enforced. The assurance case, associated with the validation results, constitutes an indicator of the system architecture quality (how many requirements are covered and validated in the architecture).

The next sections introduce the Resolute validation language, our extension for producing assurance case from validation results and how we apply this technique to produce assurance cases to check IMA requirements.

### 2.4.1 Validation of AADL Models

Analysis tools process AADL models and automatically check their correctness with regard to specific quality attributes (e.g. security, safety, performance). To date, AADL has been already successfully used to validate several quality attributes such security [12], performance, [11] or safety [9]. Analysis functions have been designed in the Open Source AADL Tool Environment (OSATE) [5], an Eclipse-based modeling framework. Analysis tools are implemented as Eclipse plug-ins that browse the components hierarchy, retrieve informations from the components (through AADL properties or annex languages) and produce an analysis report.

However, writing analysis methods as Eclipse-plugins require learning the internals of the modeling tool, study the Eclipse platform as well as the AADL meta-model. This makes the design of new analysis features difficult for non computer-science experts, which reduce the development of new analysis capabilities. Model analysis can be implemented using general constraints language (such as OCL [20]) but such approaches are often difficult to use, complicated to use and not user-friendly [4].

```plaintext
no_double_fanin() <=
  ** "All incoming feature have only one connection" **
  forall (c : component) . true => has_single_fanin (c)

has_single_fanin (comp : component) <=
  ** "All IN features have one connection on " comp **
  forall (f : features (comp)) . (direction(f) = "in")
  => (length (connections (f)) = 1)
```

**Listing 2.2** Example of a RESOLUTE theorem - check for single fanin
To overcome this issue, the AADL community proposed a specific extension (through the annex mechanism of AADL), RESOLUTE [15], to process and analyze a model with a specific, user-friendly query language. It allows system designers to write new analysis methods within the modeling platform without having to learn the basics of Eclipse plug-ins development or any details of the AADL meta-model. When analyzing a model, RESOLUTE produces a hierarchical graphic representation of the execution results (as in Fig. 2.5).

Listing 2.2 shows an example of a resolute theorem that checks all incoming interfaces of all components are connected to a single source. Figure 2.5 shows the graphical representation of the analysis results when using this theorem on the AADL model introduced previously in Fig. 2.2 and Listing 2.1. In this example, the analysis passes: all incoming interface is connected to a single source. The graphical representation of analysis results helps system designers to automatically check AADL models against specific requirements. A complete description of the language and analysis tools and more details can be found in [15].

### 2.4.2 Application to ARINC653 Requirements

We implemented ARINC653 validation rules using the RESOLUTE [15] language introduced in Sect. 2.4, and the new capability to generate assurance case [3, 13] from analysis results with a GSN notation. We designed a library of predefined validation theorems that validate ARINC653 requirements in AADL by checking that:

- Each partition AADL process is associated with exactly one memory segment (AADL memory component) and one partition execution runtime (AADL virtual processor component).
- Each ARINC653 module (AADL processor components) specify the partitions scheduling policy (property ARINC653::Module_Schedule) and execute each partition at least once during each scheduling period.
- All ARINC653 processes (AADL thread) define their scheduling characteristics (e.g. dispatch protocol, period, deadline).
- The ARINC653 Health-Monitoring Policy address all potential errors that are listed in the ARINC653 standard (such as divide by zero, application error, module error, etc.).
Each memory segment (AADL memory component) is associated with at most one partition (AADL process component).

All queuing ports or buffers (represented with AADL event data ports) specify the maximum number of data instances they can store (property Queue_Size).

These rules have been written in a RESOLUTE theorem library and integrated in OSATE. System designers can then use them directly without having to write any additional code. Note that these rules do not directly address safety issues related to the incident from Sect. 2.2 but detect any deployment or configuration issue that can lead to such issue. This is part of a model-development process that can catch several type of errors. The next paragraph presents how safety analysis can be performed from the same model and detect safety issues as the one from Sect. 2.2.

### 2.5 Safety Analysis

Aerospace Recommended Practice (ARP) 4761 from Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) defines a process for using common modeling techniques, and analysis methods such as Functional Hazard Assessment (FHA), Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) or Fault Impact Analysis (FIA).

As part of the AS5506/A1 standard document [22], AADL has been enhanced with capabilities to support capture of erroneous behavior and to analyse their impact on the global architecture through the Error Modeling Annex v2 (EMV2 thereafter). EMV2 supports architecture fault modeling at three levels:

- Error propagation between components and their environment: Modeling of fault sources in a system, their impact on other components or the operational environment through propagation.
  - It allows for safety analysis in the form of hazard identification, fault impact analysis, and stochastic fault analysis.
- Component faults, failure modes, and fault handling: Modeling of fault occurrences within a component, resulting fault behavior in terms of failure modes, effects on other components, the effect of incoming propagations on the component, and the ability of the component to recover or be repaired.
  - It allows for modeling of system degradation and fail-stop behavior, specification of redundancy and recovery strategies providing an abstract error behavior specification of a system without requiring the presence of subsystem specifications.
- Focus on compositional abstraction of system error behavior in terms of its sub-systems. It allows for scalable compositional safety analysis.

In addition, EMV2 introduces the concept of error type to characterize faults, failures, and propagations. It includes a set of predefined error types as starting point for systematic identification of different types of error propagations providing an error propagation ontology. Users can adapt and extend this ontology to specific domains. See [10] for a more detailed presentation of EMV2 features.
We extended the previous model to add EMV2 concepts. Thanks to AADL encapsulation and inheritance mechanism, we can separate regular interfaces and properties from safety concerns (see Fig. 2.6).

By defining specific error types, propagations across components and error occurrence probabilities, we can generate directly through OSA TE2 analysis plug-ins both Fault Hazard Analysis (FHA) that captures the list of hazards that are derived from each function (Fig. 2.7) and Fault Trees (Fig. 2.8, note the figure is symmetrical for the 6 accelerometers, we cropped it to make it legible) that represent the combinations of errors that could lead to a system-level failure.

Through Fault Impact and Fault Tree analyses, we could replay all scenarios depicted in the original case study, demonstrating the expressive power of EMV2 to capture in a concise way error propagation.

2.6 From Model to Code

The complete ADIRU system has been modeled in AADL thanks to the materials provided by the ATSB. To this model, we applied the validation scheme presented in Sect. 2.4.2 to the model, so as to validate the model against the ARINC653 requirements, and then perform safety analysis.
Let us note the AADL model captures all configuration parameters: partitions, buffers, link to memory segments, etc. We leveraged this information to validate the model is sound in the previous section. From this description, we can actually go further and also generate the corresponding source code.

To do so, we enhanced the Ocarina code generator [23] to target ARINC653 Application Executive (APEX), and more specifically DDC-I DeOS and WindRiver VxWorks653. These are extensions to previous work we did when targeting the FLOOS POK partitioned kernel. We rely on the Code generation annex that has been published in [22]. This annex provides guidelines to connect user-provided source code to a full distribution middleware generated from an AADL model.

Code generation covers two facets of the ARINC653 process:

1. Generation of XML descriptors: these configuration files describe all the resources required by the APEX to run: name and configuration parameters. These are derived from the definition of AADLv2 memory components that define the memory layouts, virtual processors capturing partitions and regular AADL threads, processes and subprograms;
2. Generation of code skeletons to be populated by the user source code. This codes provides regular patterns for periodic or sporadic activations, along with patterns for inter-/intra-partition communications using ARINC653 queueing and sampling ports.
Let us note that at this level, the initial AADLv2 model can be reused almost as-is. The only necessary addition is a property that indicates the APEX we want to target. This is captured in a property that is specific to our toolset.

Hence, from the AADL model, one can now generate a full prototype of the running application for both simulation and run-time validation purposes, combined with model-level validation. As such artefacts are usually produced manually by system engineers using (mostly) textual specification, generating them from a consistent semantics modeling language as AADL exhibits the following benefits:

1. **Costs reduction** as assurance cases can be automatically produced from models, it avoids labor-intensive costs to create them, especially considering the size of such documents on real systems. Also, because of this automation capability, the system’s middleware code source can be updated and maintained as soon as the system is modified.

2. **Higher fidelity** using a semi-formal language (such as AADL) removes the errors related to informal specifications. It ensures the quality of the generated artifact and removes any indeterminism related to undefined assumptions made while reading non-formal, textual system specifications.

From the code generated, and its execution in a simulated environment, one can demonstrate all the scenarios that were initially tested as part of the safety analysis: simulation of the failure of a sensor, correct re-configuration of the system in the corrected revision and complete the performance analysis and evaluate the worst-case response time before complete recovery.

### 2.7 Conclusion and Future Work

Safety-critical software, such as the one used in avionics, must be carefully designed, validated and implemented. Such systems use dedicated execution platform (the IMA and its related ARINC653 operating system) and must comply with stringent certification standards (DO178C). Because of these requirements designing and maintaining such software is cost-intensive, and actual development methods no longer scale. Over the years, Model-Based approaches have shown interesting benefits to reduce development costs while maintaining (or even increasing) system quality.

In this chapter, we introduce our Model-Based Engineering approach to design and validate ARINC653 systems. We leverage the AADL language to capture IMA architecture and their requirements and propose specific modeling patterns for modeling ARINC653 operating systems.

In addition, we design a validation library for ARINC653 systems using RESOLUTE, an AADL-specific constraint language to analyze and validate software architectures. Using this tool, we are able to automate some system validation activities and auto-generate assurance cases, usually created manually. Such an automation might reduce manual efforts and keep certification documents up-to-date with the actual specifications.
Finally, we performed both safety analysis using AADLv2 EMV2 so that engineers can analyze fault impacts and generate safety documents (e.g. Fault-Tree Analysis, Failure Mode and Effects Analysis); and extended actual AADL code generation capabilities from the Ocarina toolset to auto-produce an implementation code that targets an ARINC653-compliant operating system.

Hence, we propose a large palette of tools to support all major activities for the engineering of safety-critical avionics system: full architecture capture, covering both functional and dysfunctional facets; analysis of system-level requirements on architecture artifacts, safety analysis and finally code generation. In our view, code generation in a simulated environment serves both for rapid prototyping and validation of many design choices.

All tools presented in this chapter are available through OSATE2 and Ocarina, and are available as free software. The ADIRU model is also fully public, to help the community better understand the close relationships between all those models. As we stated the model supports multiple verification and validation activities while remaining of modest size.

Future work will consider closer interaction with certification processes so as to align our contributions with current practices, but also challenge the benefits of model-based to reduce certification costs.
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